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 Complete Guide to 
 Training & Development 

Training and development is an essential function of most organization 

nowadays. Strategically investing in employees’  training and 

development, nurturing their talents, and building their skill sets helps 

organizations achieve their desired results, enhances their culture, and 

assists leaders in better managing talent. Most organizations can’t 

compete effectively without providing training and development. 
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Properly managing and administering staff training is important. 
The following guide provides guidance on several areas of training 
and development, including:
• Strategy Development
• Budgeting & Staffing
• Training Needs Analysis
• Training and Development Offerings
• Administration and Management
• Policy Development
• Evaluation & Follow-up

Strategy Development

Training and development functions need to have goals, and 
ideally, a strategy. Many training functions lack strategic direction, 
which limits their effectiveness and does not support the business 
as much as it could. When creating goals for your training and 
development function, consider the following questions.
• What does it set out to achieve?
• How will it support the business and its strategy?
• How will it integrate and align with other HR functions?
• How will you measure success?
• What key outcomes are expected?
• Typically, a training and development function aims to promote 

individual employee development by offering a variety of 
programs to foster a culture that supports learning and growth 
of skills and abilities in order to enhance the organization’s 
effectiveness. 
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Budgeting & Staffing

When establishing a training and development budget, 
seek benchmark information regarding how much other 
organizations budget for training. Also, consider the types of 
offerings you plan to deliver, how many offerings you are going 
to provide, and expected participation/number of people 
trained. All of this affects your training budget.

Most training budgets range from 1-4% of payroll, according 
to local research. Smaller organizations are less likely to have 
a training budget than larger organizations and the majority of 
larger organizations have a budget between 1-2% of payroll. 
Training budgets of 5% or more are not common, but tend to 
be more common among employers of choice.

According to the American Society for Training & Development 
(ASTD)’s State of the Industry Report, the average direct 

expenditure per employee on training and development is 
$1,182. Small and mid-sized organizations tend to spend more 
per employee on training and development ($1,605) than 
larger organizations with 500 or more employees ($1,102). Of 
learning expenditures, on average, 56% was spent internally, 
and the remainder was spent on tuition reimbursement (14%) 
and external services (30%).

Staffing a training and development function appropriately 
is also crucial. The function may be staffed with simply one 
individual, or a team of employees. When determining 
staffing levels, it’s important to consider your budget, how 
many employees you will service, whether training will be 
conducted by internal staff, and the types of activities or 
training that will be carried out in the department. These 
factors tend to affect the budget.
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Training Needs Analysis

Your organization must understand the training needs and 
interests across your entire workforce and among individuals 
and teams. This involves evaluating needs, assessing gaps 
between the skills needed for effective job performance and 
the skills currently held, and considering gaps in employees’ 
interests and personal developmental goals.

Training needs analysis can help identify skills or 
competencies in which employees are least proficient, as well 
as common training needs and interests. It can be very simple 
such as listing or selecting the top  training needs, asking 
employees about their training needs, or observing and 
recording needs. Conversely, it can involve a more complex 
gap analysis involving multiple types of assessment and 
complex statistics.

Gathering internal data from performance reviews, individual 
development plans, manager feedback/recommendations, 
employee feedback, customer feedback, and performance 
measurements (quality, service, error rates, etc.) can also aid 
in identifying individual or team training needs. Similarly, 360 
feedback tools, succession plans, and talent reviews can be 
especially helpful in identifying leadership and managerial 
training needs. In addition, workforce planning may be useful, 
particularly planned or forecasted:
• Internal mobility (job changes, promotions, transfers, etc.)
• Organizational changes and strategic initiatives
• New technology implementations
• Training needs analysis also identifies who needs 

training. It can identify specific individuals and/or groups 
or segments of employees that need training. This 
information is crucial for scheduling training.

The larger your organization and the more training needs 
you have, the more important it will be to prioritize training 
needs and interests. It generally won’t be possible to meet 
everyone’s needs and interests regarding training and still stay 
within your budget.

It’s important to develop a system of prioritization for training 
needs. For example, higher priority training and development 
may depend on subject matter and business needs and topics 
with the broadest impact. 
Lower priority training and development may be specific to 
one individual’s needs with low business impact. A training 
matrix is helpful in establishing priorities.

Making sure that you identify the most critical training 
priorities that affect the largest segments of your workforce 
is important. Consider the following questions to help you 
organize and prioritize training needs:
• What training needs are the most urgent or imperative?
• What training needs are critical to reducing important 

risks? (safety, legal, etc.)
• What training needs will have the most impact on 

performance? (quality, efficiency, etc.)
• What training needs do current and future leaders have, or 

are critical for succession planning?
• What training needs will have the greatest impact on 

morale, retention, and engagement?
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Training & Development Offerings

The training needs analysis and prioritization of training 
needs yields the information necessary to make decisions 
about training and development offerings and select topics 
on which employees will be trained. At a minimum, however, 
all organizations should supply essential training relative 
to new-hire on-boarding, safety, compliance, harassment, 
systems and tools, supervisory/leadership, as well as sales 
and customer service.

As a general rule, learning objectives should be established 
for every program developed. Objectives help guide the 
focus of the content and ensure that it leads employees to 
attain specific skills or knowledge needed, ensuring that 
training and development needs are met. They also assist in 
measuring the results of the program.

Depending on what topics you have chosen and the learning 
objectives, certain delivery formats and tools may be 
more appropriate than others. The topic and the learning 
objectives should influence your choice of delivery format 
and tool. 
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There are a range of delivery formats to choose from: 
instructor-led classroom training, webinars, e-learning, social 
learning, coursework, certification programs, involvement 
in professional associations, mentoring, coaching, stretch 
assignments, and informal learning (cross-training, job 
shadowing, etc.). But be aware of cost differences. 
Generally-speaking, here is a comparison of low to no cost 
options and moderate to high cost options:

Low to no cost options
• Stretch assignments 
• on-the-job learning 
• knowledge sharing groups 
• cross training
• job shadowing 
• reading books/material
• book clubs
• webinars
• internal coaching
• mentoring
• volunteer opportunities
• lunch n’ learns
• social networking 
• internal subject matter experts/training
• and professional association membership/involvement

Moderate to high cost options
• Onsite or offsite training workshops and programs
• conferences
• certification or licensure reimbursement 
• e-learning
• tuition reimbursement 
• corporate universities 
• external coaching
• and external training services (depending on the 

provider)

The most important factor to consider when choosing 
training options is to make sure they match and fit the desired 
learning needs and objectives. Low to no cost options aren’t 
always the most effective for learning or meeting certain 
objectives. In fact, moderate and high cost options may be 
the most beneficial options in some cases, and may actually 
yield more learning and behavioral change. It’s just important 
to be aware that these options can carry a higher price tag in 
exchange for their value.
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It’s advisable to have a seasoned instructional designer, trainer, learning and development 
professional, or individual trained in adult learning design training and development solutions 
for your organization as they understand how to create a successful program that fits specific 
learning needs. When creating a staff training or development program or initiative, here are 
general tips.

Establish the appropriate resources to facilitate training and development including materials, 
tools, infrastructure, trainers, vendors, and external expertise. Be sure to evaluate training 
providers based on their expertise/knowledge of the topic, training or teaching experience, 
and results. Identify what topics can be delivered using staff expertise, and what topics will 
need to be outsourced. In-house training and development is typically used for the following:
• Job-specific needs
• Information focused
• Straightforward content
• Established procedures and standards

Identify
Identify the goals and learning objectives 
based on knowledge/skill needs identified.

Establish
Establish the content that will be covered 
(leadership skills, communication skills, 
etc.).

Select
Select a delivery format or a blended 
approach for your learning initiative such 
as...
• E-learning
• Classroom training
• On-the-job training
• Mentoring

Create
Create materials for your initiative/program 
such as workbooks, power-points, case 
studies, activities, job aids, etc.

Choose
Choose participants for the initiative/
program including:
• Level
• Job classification
• Department or team 

Select
Select a time for the learning initiative

Identify
Identify how you will evaluate and measure 
success. Metrics should be tied to the goals 
and learning objectives and on-the-job 
performance indicators.
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Administration & Management

Administering and managing staff training and development involves a great deal of 
coordination, including the following:

Create
Create a system for tracking and 
reporting information about training and 
development such as a:
• Learning management system (LMS)
• HR information system (HRIS)
• Tracking spreadsheet to monitor 

and track training and development 
activities, who participated in them, 
hours spent, cost, etc. 

Create
Create and manage an annual training 
budget inclusive of:
• Budgeted average dollar amount per 

employee
• Budget as a percentage of payroll
• Budgeted number of hours per 

employee 

Maintain
Maintain a schedule for employee training 
and development. Be sure to plan trainings 
so that busy periods are avoided. Schedule 
training as early as possible to avoid issues. 
The schedule should be inclusive of:
• Timeframe for training and development 

activity
• How often training and development will 

be scheduled
• Ideal length for programs based on topic 

and audience
• Frequency in which certain programs will 

be made available
• Location where training will be 

scheduled (onsite vs. off-site) 

Design
Design a manner in which training can be 
requested and approved. 

Consider
Consider the manager’s role in the training, 
specifically how the manager...
• Prepares the learner
• Sets expectations
• Supports the learner on-the-job after 

training has been completed

Training and development costs can rack up 
quickly, but there are many ways to manage 
these costs more effectively.
• Find high quality training that produces 

results and tangible benefits. Poor 
quality training is a wasted investment.

• Train people who are most in need of 
the training. Organizations often try to 
fill courses with individuals who may 
not need training, and they derive little 
benefit from it.

• Match  raining needs to appropriate 
training and development options. High 
cost training options should only be used 
if there is no other available option that 
would produce a similar result.

• Seek state and federal government 
workforce development grants to help 
fund your training.  
These grants are often available for 
technical training.

• Use a train the trainer model for common 
types of training (such as sales training, 
new-hire  
orientation, etc.). Train subject matter 
experts inside your workplace to deliver 
training. 
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Policy Development

Once procedures are established, create applicable 
policies for training and development activities, such 
as criteria and guidelines for tuition and training 
reimbursement, how and when training hours will 
be paid for non-exempt employees, and request and 
authorization for external training, among the most 
critical ones.

Many organizations also have a policy which states that it 
encourages employees to develop their capabilities and 
offer learning and development programs. Some also cite 
specific eligibility criteria for participating in training and 
development programs.
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Evaluation & Follow-Up

Training and development programs and initiatives should always be measured and evaluated for their value and 
impact. Not only does this help establish the credibility and benefit of your function, but it also helps improve 
offerings over time. Your organization can measure results of these programs by:
Gathering feedback and measuring satisfaction with the training and development initiative
Evaluating what participants learned and what knowledge was acquired
Assessing whether participants’ behavior has changed
Observing if learning has been put to use on the job
Using a formal assessment (such as a 360)
Measuring results or business outcomes of training, such as quality, production, and customer satisfaction; return on 
investment of training

Certainly, the simplest and most common method of evaluating training and development initiatives is to collect 
employees’ feedback about each of your training programs. This can be done via a form that rates aspects of the 
training and collects comments about its effectivenessv. Interviews, focus groups, and committee feedback can also 
be useful in gathering feedback, but can be more time-consuming.

Beyond feedback, it’s also important to evaluate the results of your training and development initiatives in terms 
of knowledge and skills obtained by participants, behavior change, improved performance and/or productivity 
(or other quality and on-the-job performance measurements), and even return on investment. Establishing specific 
criteria for measuring training and development is helpful for this. Many organizations tie measurements back to the 
learning objectives.

In addition to evaluation, it’s also important to follow-up with managers, as they have the biggest impact on the 
success of training and development. Ensure that employees have opportunities to practice their new knowledge 
and skills on the job, are supported with coaching and feedback by their manager, and are held accountable for 
integrating their new skills and knowledge. Managers can also work with employees to make sure that they are 
using what they learned on the job through learning contracts, actions plans, and other methods of establishing 
accountability for learning.

Another trend in follow-up is the concept of blended learning, where learning content is presented in multiple 
formats and helps reinforce concepts. Providing on-going “byte-sized” learning can also help reinforce what is 
delivered in training.
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Conclusion

The following guide has provided an overview of the 
critical facets of managing training and development 
in an organization. Offering training and development 
is critically important as it supports an organization’s 
commitment to employee development and helps ensure 
that they have a ‘leg up” on the competition in terms of 
skills and competencies.
 

Have a question?

HR Help Desk
440-947-1278  |  hrhelp@yourERC.com

Contact Us other FAQs

http://www.yourerc.com/search/?cx=017959050283702879536%3A0wakveenz_4&ie=UTF-8&q=eeoc&sa=%EE%80%83
http://www.yourerc.com/myERC/HrResources

